Vision

To be a prestigious, internationally recognized university offering innovative and high quality education with a focus on research excellence, ethics, diversity and equality for all; cultural advancement, positive partnerships and collaboration in order to produce world-class leaders in the fields of Science, Technology and Arts, emphasizing upon strong moral and ethical values in professionals imbued with qualities for meeting the challenges of tomorrow.
The University of Lahore was established in 1999 with a vision to build a world class prestigious institution offering innovative and high quality education, unique learning environment, state of the art facilities and infrastructure. The University was granted degree awarding status by Government of the Punjab in 2002. Since its inception as Chartered University, dedicated efforts of the Board of Governors, Ibadat Educational Trust, teaching faculty and University management brought it to the level of an internationally recognized university in Pakistan. The University of Lahore has been ranked among the top 550-600 universities of the world and 171-180 in Asian Universities (QS & Times Higher Education Supplement). Moreover regulatory bodies of the Government of Pakistan that is Medical and Dental Council, Pakistan Engineering Council, Pakistan Nursing Council and Pharmacy Council of Pakistan have accredited its professional programs.

I firmly believe that the role of universities in the twenty-first century in Pakistan must respond to phenomenal changes unleashed by rapid advancement in science and technology for the economic development of the country as well as the challenge posed by globalization. We are already visualizing about the future of higher education in the next millennium and making efforts for this purpose. I am confident that our University will acquire this prime objective with professional competence, commitment and dedication of management and highly qualified teaching faculty.

The University of Lahore is playing a significant role in the lives of thousands of young students and graduates of Medicine, Dentistry, Engineering, Allied Health Science, Molecular Biology, Biotechnology, Bio-chemistry, Environmental Science, Business Studies, Information Technology, Computer Sciences, Art and Social Sciences. I am glad that researchers and scholars of the University are working as a team for contributing towards building up a positive social capital for the benefit of our civil society. We do this by creating best ideas and practices for dissemination amongst students in classrooms and laboratories.

I welcome knowledge seekers and professionals to experience the enjoyable and congenial learning environment at UOL. I am sure that you will find desired values in our programs.
I have watched with deep interest the progress of the University of Lahore, since its inception in the year 1999. From a recent review of various departments of the University, I am encouraged to see that the quality of education has been sustained by our young and experienced faculty. In the changing scenario of instructional technology, the constructivist theory of learning has become the mainstay of the teaching-learning process. Contrary to this, for a large number of years the students have been treated as passive learners. The integration of tools of technology with education has created a different circumstance in which the learner is an active participant and is thus able to use his creative abilities for problem solving. I am pleased to know that on a fully networked campus, the teachers are making best use of this learning methodology. I believe that if this practice is sustained, then, the University will be able to add substantial value to the training of students in accordance with market needs.

The University, after facing initial teething problems, has stabilised to a more progressive educational culture. After strengthening the teaching learner process the university is now craving its path in economically important areas of research, especially in the field of Molecular Biology and Biotechnology. The initiation of Post-Doc programme in this subject is likely to play an important role in the development of specialised human resource in a prospective economic field.

Whereas our teachers are fully involved in the training of students, yet I find a lot of room for further improvement in student-teacher interaction inside and outside the classroom. In a University where cultural advancement is of utmost importance, it is imperative that sufficient space should be provided for extra curricular activities. This aspect should be strengthened by encouraging the students for establishing academic societies. I already see a lot of talent among the students which can be harnessed for such activities. Furthermore, I hope that as we grow, a more intense relationship can be developed between the University and the industry. This is necessary for translation of knowledge into technology.

I see a bright future for the University, and wish the University a great success in the times to come.
It is our mission at PIL to strive for excellence in educating professionals with an eye towards latest trends to ensure that our graduates are ready to take on emerging challenges in the field of law. Our curriculum is designed to equip students with the skills necessary to use the academic knowledge in practice. In order to achieve our objective, we will sponsor a series of conferences, workshops and seminars on the emerging trends in field of law. Such events will provide a platform for students of law to learn from renowned scholars from academia, judiciary, government and private practice. It will also allow for a number of network opportunities for students to foster new friendships and bonds that will last a lifetime.

We offer extensive support for nearly every feature of your life from the instant you are accepted into the program. We will be with you as you build up a personalized academic plan to attain your goals. In addition to the outstanding education from our renowned professional faculty, a faculty member is accessible to offer you with one on one tutoring to guarantee your success.
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Post Graduate INSTITUTE OF LAW

INTRODUCTION
At PIL, we are dedicated to absolute top-tier education. And we are equally devoted to using our extensive intellectual capital to help resolve real-world problems and to create a more just society. One of our distinct features is to foster an environment where our students and faculty partner with people beyond the school: identifying challenges, forging alliances, solving problems, and sparking change.

Our highly distinguished faculty prepares our students for careers in a world of swift change, intricacy, and opportunity. At PIL, we meet this formidable challenge by offering a curriculum that offers a solid legal and ethical foundation, enriched by courses in emerging fields and practical experience.

PIL is a place where not only your intellect will be tested, but also as a place that will equip you with the training and the skills essential to hit the ground running as a lawyer. It is our sincere desire that having PIL on one’s diploma will be tantamount to proficiency in legal reasoning and argumentation. We train our students to think and reflect critically, carefully, and thoughtfully and we do that better than any other institution. We also give serious consideration to capacity building training—the activities that professionals engross in every day of their life such as drafting and negotiating agreements and oral advocacy. The education and training you will receive as a PIL Law student is unrivalled, and private and public employers alike will be eager to have you as part of their teams. Come visit us and let us show you why our students and faculty are so content and satisfied to be here and meet the people in our community.

MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of PIL is to offer its students with a wide-ranging, intellectually stimulating and scholarly environment in which to gain profound understanding of the law in its vast national, international, and interdisciplinary perspectives. The rigorous academic environment will enable students to acquire and enhance their professional skills, empowering them to become excellent lawyers and leaders in their respected professions and communities. It is the moral obligation of PIL to create an institutional devotion to justice, equality, the highest ethical principles and a system centered upon the rule of law.

Degrees OFFERED
- Master of Laws (LL.M)
- Master of Science in Law (MS Law)
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Program INTRODUCTION
MS Law is an equivalent degree to the LL.M program for non-law graduates with 16 years of education. This program is ideal for those who want:

To restart their career, To move into a new area of expertise, To improve career prospects, To move to a new employer, To get broader global picture, To deepen knowledge, To be a teacher of law, To have an intellectually enriching experience ....

After completion of MS Law, job opportunities will notably increase as the MS program bridges the gap between the industry and our legal system. The skills that students learn whilst doing MS Law will make them attractive to potential employers as they will be experts in their relevant industries as well as in relevant laws.

Program FACTS

Program Length
2 years (4 Semesters) 30 Credit Hours

Program Eligibility
16 Year Education in relevant field or equivalent from HEC Recognized Institute with 2nd Div. GAT (General) with 50% marks Pre-requisite for the award of degree.

Admission Criteria
Entry Test as per Pakistan Bar Council pattern (GRE format including English, General Knowledge and Law).

Recognised BY
Higher Education Commission

Road MAP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester 1</th>
<th>Cr/Hr</th>
<th>Semester 2</th>
<th>Cr/Hr</th>
<th>Semester 3</th>
<th>Cr/Hr</th>
<th>Semester 4</th>
<th>Cr/Hr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optional Course I</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Optional Course I</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Optional Course I</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Research Thesis</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional Course I I</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Research Methodology</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Optional Course I I</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Optional COURSES

- Administrative Law
- Alternate Dispute Resolution
- Banking Laws
- Commercial / Business Laws
- Company / Corporate Law
- Comparative Constitutional Law
- Comparative Environmental Law
- Comparative Human Rights Law
- Constitutional Law of Pakistan
- Criminology
- Intellectual Property Laws
- International Economic Law
- International Trade Law
- Islamic Laws
- Labour Laws
- Law and Politics
- Law of Evidence
- Law of International Institutions
- Law of Taxation

Note:
A candidate admitted to LL.M. degree programme shall be required to complete his course studies and submit his research thesis/dissertation in a period not exceeding four years from the date of his registration/admission.
University Rules & Policies
ADMISSION POLICY

The University of Lahore admits students whose educational background is sound and who can achieve success in higher education. Applications received for admission in various programmes are reviewed by the concerned departments. The applicants are required to appear in admission test and interview. The final merit is determined on the basis of past academic performance, score obtained in the admission test and performance in the interview.

The test pattern is of the same standard as of scholastic aptitude test (SAT) for undergraduate studies and graduate record examination (GRE) for graduate studies.

The academic programmes are spread over two semesters during each year. Total undergraduate programme is spread over eight semesters (four years). Graduate programs are taught for 2-4 years, keeping in view the type of degree. Each semester comprises of 18 – 20 weeks, which includes one week of examinations. A short summer semester of 8 weeks is usually offered to cover special courses.

Students who have completed all the formalities and deposited their fees and other dues on the prescribed date are eligible for registration. Each student, admitted on merit, is expected to take the full load of courses prescribed for the semester.

ADMISSION

(a) Application for admission shall be entertained only on a prescribed form, which is part of the prospectus. Applications received through “e mail” shall be entertained only if they are followed by a pay order in the name of The University of Lahore and should reach UOL up to last date announced for the admission.

(b) Admission shall be granted on the basis of eligibility criteria mentioned for each programme and after passing the admission test & interview arranged by the admission committee of the department.

(c) Applicants, who have appeared in inter / degree level or pre-requisite level examination prescribed for admission in a programme and are awaiting results will be allowed to apply for admission, but they will be given admission only after they have submitted the attested copies of their certificates / degrees within three weeks of commencement of the semester. They will also be required to submit an undertaking that they understand the rules/ policy of the admissions and that if they fail to submit the required documents within the prescribed time, they will not be given admission.

(d) For eligibility criteria reference may be made to each relevant programme / degree.

(e) Each successful applicant will be issued “Admission Letter” by the concerned department.

Registration & Enrolment Policy

(a) After completing admission formalities and having paid the semester dues the applicants will be registered as bona fide students of UOL.

(b) At the time of registration the applicants will be required to produce their original certificates, which will be returned to the student after making entries in his/ her file that the originals having been verified.

(c) The applicants will be allocated the University Registration Number and will be issued the University Registration Card by the Registrar Office. This will allow the students to get enrolled in different courses offered by the concerned departments.

(d) In each semester students should enroll in the courses as per “degree / program road map” issued by the concerned department and shall not enroll in advance courses unless they have passed the prerequisite course.

(e) Students in undergraduate programs shall not enroll in less than 3 courses and more than 4 courses in a regular semester.

(f) Student in graduate programs shall not enroll in less than 2 courses and more than 4 courses in a regular semester.

(g) In summer semester students can enroll up to two courses.

Transfer & Equivalence Courses

(a) The department concerned shall admit students who wish to transfer their credits earned from an HEC recognized institution (university or college) to UOL on the recommendation of the departmental equivalence committee.

(b) He/she shall be required to fill the migration form available with registrar office.

(c) Affiliated college student may be required to produce parent institution’s transcript and NOC.

(d) Transfer of credit will be communicated to the registrar office for issue of notification on case to case basis by each department.

(e) The equivalence committee of the department is authorized to review and approve the equivalence of courses completed at another recognized degree awarding institutions.

(f) The course completed at another accredited institution will be shown as exempted along with credit hours of each course. Their grades will not be shown on UOL transcript.

(g) Exemption shall only be granted by the equivalence committee of the concerned department.

(h) Exempted courses will not be shown on interim transcript.

Exemptions

(a) Students who wish to transfer their credits to UOL LBS be granted exemptions up to a max of 50% course of the program/degree, even if he/she had completed most of the courses of that program of the previous institution.

(b) Exemption in courses(s) shall be granted according to the following criterions:

1. Course and credit hours should conform to the programs outline of UOL department.
2. Course having less than ‘B’ grade for graduate programs and less than ‘C’ grade for undergraduate programs will not be considered

The Semester System

The classes for different programs are conducted on the pattern of semester system. This system is based on instructional autonomy resting with the department and aims at progressive development of student’s information level, skills and competence.

Academic Calendar

The academic calendar consists of two regular semesters i.e. winter and fall. Each semester runs over 18 to 20 weeks, out of which 16 weeks are reserved for regular classes, one week for final examinations and one week for course review. A short semester called summer semester of 8 weeks is arranged for the students to overcome their deficiencies.

Attendance Policy

(a) The following attendance criteria will be applied:

1. The minimum requirement for a student to complete the semester is 75% attendance in each course. The department will determine the exceptions to this rule if any.

(b) Students with poor attendance record will be issued a written warning at any time during a semester. The department reserves the right to inform the student’s parents or guardian through a letter of the possible consequences including withdrawal from the course or admission cancellation.

(c) In case a student joins a course after it has started, he/she will be responsible to make up the deficiencies for any quizzes, assignments and attendance requirements.
Fee Concession and Financial Aid
(a) Students who want to avail the facility of financial assistance or fee concession shall obtain the prescribed form from the Accounts office and after completion submit the same along with their application. The application will be reviewed by the Director Finance.

(b) Fee concession/financial aid is subject to maintaining a semester GPA of 3.00 in each semester. Failure to do so may lead to complete withdrawal or reduction of fee concession as decided by the Director Finance.

(c) Tuition fee shall not be refunded, but will be adjusted in the next semester in accordance with the conditions prescribed for this purpose.

(d) Students may be allowed to pay their fee in installments with the permission of the departmental head and Director Finance.

(e) The fee shall be paid on the dates as notified from time to time.

(f) A fine of Rs 50/- per day will be charged in case of late deposit of fee.

(g) A student will be automatically de-registered if he/she fails to clear the dues within two weeks after the notified date.

Fee Policy
University reserves the right to change the fee structure at any time.
EXAMINATION RULES

a) In addition to mid-term test(s) and final examination, the department can require students to take quizzes, projects, assignments, case studies, term papers and presentations in accordance with course requirements.

b) Final examination will cover entire course content.

c) Student’s results will be formulated by the teacher on the basis of attendance, quizzes, project, assignments, case studies, term papers and presentation, mid term test and final examination and after fulfilling any other evaluation criteria required by the Department.

d) The Department, on completion of final examination shall send under a covering letter signed by the Head of Department or by an official nominated by him, student’s consolidated results in each subject/course on a Marks Sheet to CE Office within three weeks of the final examination.

e) If a students who wishes to have their Semester result reviewed are to be dealt with by the HOD according to the policy of the University.

f) Any student scoring a semester GPA less than 1.0 in a semester will repeat those courses in which he/ she earned less than “C” grade of that semester.

g) On completion of program, student (s) will be required to appear in a comprehensive examination where it is required. It shall encompass all the subjects the student has studied and passed in that program.

h) Computation & review of result should be completed by the Department within three weeks of the final examination. CE will compile and declare the overall semester result in Semester Grade Points Average (GPA) and Cumulative Grade Points Average (CGPA) on the Following basis:

- A: 85-100 % 4.00 (Exceptionally Outstanding)
- A-: 80-84 % 3.75 (Outstanding)
- B+: 75-79 % 3.50 (Excellent)
- B: 70-74 % 3.00 (Very good/High pass)
- C+: 65-69 % 2.50 (Good/Pass)
- C: 60-64 % 2.00 (Satisfactory / Acceptable)
- D+: 55-59 % 1.50 (Poor but not fail)
- D: 50-54 % 1.00 (Unsatisfactory, but not fail)
- F: Below 50% 0.00 (Fail)
- I: Incomplete

W: Official withdrawal
GPA = Sum (Points Earned in Course) / Sum of Credit Hours
Points Earned in Course = Numerical Value of Grade
Earned x Course Credit Hour

“I”- Incomplete: A temporary course grade “I” is granted by an instructor when necessary absence, or other reasons prevent completion of course requirements by the end of the semester and the instructor believes that the student’s performance in the course generally has been satisfactory. An “I” is not given as a substitute for failing or obtaining low grade. Incomplete grades will automatically convert to an “F” if not removed within one semester from the date of declaration of the result.

“W”: Official Withdrawal
A grade of “W” is given in a course when a student officially withdraws from the course or from the university at least one week prior to the final examination.

“Probation” If a student earns a CGPA of less than 2.00 in the subsequent semesters than he will be placed on probation till he obtains CGPA of 2.00 and above.

“Good Standing” If a student earns a CGPA of 2.00 or above he shall be placed on “good standing”. 

Re-Examinations
If a student does not appear in the final Examinations due to viable reason (s), he may make a written request for re-examination within one week of final Examination.

The student will pay examination fee 500/- per course.

The Chairman BOG/Rector will examine the student request on the recommendation of the HOD and decide for re-examination or otherwise.

Warning
Whenever the CGPA of a student is less than as that prescribed above the Head of the Department will issue warning to him/her and place him/her on probation.

Removal from Probation
When the conditional of Good Standing are restored, probation will be removed.

Cancellation of Admission
The admission of students who, after having been placed on probation, fail to make good standing in next two consecutive semesters, will be cancelled.

Appeal against Cancellation of Admission
A student can appeal against cancellation of his/her admission on academic grounds. In such case the department has the discretion to recommend status to the Rector whether or not to change the applicant’s admission from Cancellation to Continuation on probation for an additional semester by considering the applicant’s commitment to studies and other relevant academic factors.

Time Limit for Course Drop
(a) A student can drop a course only within first two weeks of the commencement of semester with carry forward of fee already deposited. After this period no carry forward on the fee paid for the subjects will be allowed except for circumstances enunciated in sub Para (b) below.

(b) Dropping of a course within two weeks of commencement of semester is allowed in exceptional circumstances, like: clash in the time table or for reason of sickness beyond one’s control and duly certified by a registered medical practitioner.

Course Drop or Semester Freeze
Due to unforeseen circumstances and personal situations beyond student’s control, he may be allowed to drop course(s) or freeze the semester as per following conditions:

- a) If the course(s) are dropped or semester freeze is applied within two weeks of the commencement of the semester then no dues will be charged and if the fee has been paid, the same shall be adjusted in the next semester.

- b) If the student is not enrolled and applies for semester freeze within two weeks of commencement of semester then no fee will be charged.

- c) In case the student is not enrolled in that semester and applies for semester freeze after two weeks till the end of that semester then semester freeze fee of Rs. 5000/-.

- d) In case the student does not apply for semester freeze within that semester then he/she shall deposit semester freeze fee of Rs. 10,000/- per semester.

- e) After enrollment a student is ineligible to apply for drop of a course (s) or freeze the semester after two weeks of commencement of the semester and shall pay full fee and dues of that semester.

- f) If a student fails to enroll in three consecutive semesters or fails to apply semester freeze for three consecutive semesters (excluding summer semesters) the student shall be automatically deregistered.

- g) In case a student rejoins the program after de-registration he/she shall pay the re-registration fee as laid down and semester freeze fee mentioned above for the number of semesters he/she has missed.

Supply of Semester Grade Report
1. Statement on a printed form, showing the grade obtained by a Student in each head of subject shall be delivered to the Students through the department concerned.
2. Applications from Students for
an inquiry into the correctness of their result shall be submitted to the Head of Department and must be accompanied in each case with a fee of Rs. 1000/- for each subject. The inquiry shall deal only with the correctness of results and shall not include re-examination of the Students answer books. No such application will be accepted unless it reaches the Head of the Department within 30 days from the date of publication of the result.

3. All answers books of the Students will be destroyed after 120 days (one hundred and twenty days) after declaration of the Results.

Award of Degree

1. A minimum CGPA of 2.00 without any ‘F’ grade for the total semester of a degree program shall be required for the award of degree. Each student shall also be required to (1) complete laid down duration, pass number of courses as well as prescribed by respective department (2) clear all dues and that (3) has no disciplinary action is pending against him/her.

2. If a student on completion of his program fails to achieve a CGPA less than 2.00 will only be provided with a transcript of incomplete program showing the grades he has obtained and the CGPA only. He will not be eligible to receive the degree of that Program.

3. Each successful Student at the completion of the program shall receive from the CE a transcript signed by him on the prescribed form.

4. Each successful student scoring CGPA of 2.00 under graduate, 2.50 graduate and 3.00 M.Phil leading to Ph.D or more at a degree conferred on him in the prescribed form. Chairman Board of Governors the Rector, the Registrar and the CE shall sign the Degree. The degree of successful students not present at the convocation shall be issued to them on payment of the prescribed fee.

5. The degree may be issued to a successful student before the convocation on payment of prescribed fee.

Miscellaneous

1. Not withstanding anything to the contrary contained in these rules, no student shall be admitted to an examination after the expiry of seven academic years.

Provided that a student who obtained by a student in each is admitted directly to a higher class in the university, the period already spent by him in studying the relevant discipline shall be excluded from the aforesaid period.
POLICY FOR EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL STUDENT TRANSFER

OBJECTIVE
a) To introduce a transparent and a candid system of degree transfer within various faculties of the University as well as within different campuses.
b) Ensure that a transfer application is processed in a minimal time.
c) Ensuring that all relevant areas/ aspects are catered in the system to find a reliable transaction trail as and when required.

REQUIREMENTS OF ADMISSION FOR TRANSFERRED STUDENT
• The applicant can get admission in the same program that he was studying in the previous institution if available with the university.
• Student must complete the program within maximum applicable program duration starting from the admission date in previous institution (e.g. seven years for four years undergraduate program).
• The applicant must provide following documents in addition to the regular admission requirements:
  • Copy of transcript (original to be verified by admission officer) from the degree awarding institution (not from affiliated colleges etc.)
  • No Objection Certificate (NOC) from the degree awarding institution (not from affiliated colleges, institutions etc.) and further applicant must not have been expelled from the previous institution based upon academics or disciplinary ground.
  • Proof that the degree awarding institute is recognized by the HEC.
  • If the applicant seeking admission in a program that is accredited by a council, the applicant must provide proof that his admission in previous institution is recognized by the relevant council.
  • Character Certificate (in current date).

COURSE EXEMPTION CRITERIA
After fulfilling admission requirements the applicant may be granted course exemptions as per following criteria:
• Course contents and credit hours conforming to the relevant course for the program i.e. a course can be exempted if course contents are similar and the studied credit hours are equal or higher than that of the course being exempted.
• Course can only be exempted if its sub parts are also passed e.g. a course with mandatory lab can be exempted if the candidate has passed both theory and lab at previous institution.
• Exams exempted shall have a minimum percentage or grades as per university rule which is currently “C” for undergraduate and “B” grade for post graduate programs. The department may set a higher grade as required.
• One course can be exempted against one or more courses studied at previous institution depending upon the course contents distribution, but not otherwise.
• Courses studied in an undergraduate program shall not be exempted in a graduate program.
• Specialization and final project or thesis shall not be exempted.
• If the Committee is not satisfied with the academic attainment of a course(s) completed at the previous institution, the university may offer a challenge test in the course(s).
• The Registrar will verify the documents and other legal issues and policies and will notify the exemptions forwarded by the department.
• The Registrar will issue the Degree transfer. If student fulfill admission/merit criteria and seats are available in the transferee/ recipient department, the Head of department (HOD) of the degree transferring department will approve the application and will forward it to student affairs department.

PROCEDURE FOR COURSE EXEMPTION
• The Head of the Department will constitute an admission committee for the admission of transferred students headed by the HOD.
• The selected applicant will submit documents required for the assessment of course exemption as described in section 1.2.
• The committee will review documents and approve courses for exemptions and will forward the decision to the registrar for notification before the commencement of classes.
• If the committee is not satisfied with the academic attainment of a course(s) completed at the previous institution, the committee may offer a challenge test in the course(s).
• The Registrar will verify the documents and other legal issues and policies and will notify the exemptions forwarded by the department.
• The Registrar will issue the Registration Number. Student’s batch will be the batch in which student’s gets admission.

DEGREE TRANSFER SCENARIOS
Following can be the Degree transfer scenarios that have been dealt hereunder:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Transferor Department</th>
<th>Transferee Department</th>
<th>Transferor Degree</th>
<th>Transferee Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inter Department Transfer</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Program A</td>
<td>Program B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Department Transfer</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Program A</td>
<td>Program B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Other Campus – Same Program</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Program A</td>
<td>Program B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Other Campus – Other Program</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Program A</td>
<td>Program B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Other University-Same Program</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Program A</td>
<td>Program B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Other University-Other Program</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Program A</td>
<td>Program B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INTRA UNIVERSITY CAMPUS AND PROGRAM TRANSFERS
Any student with fee status pending/clear can apply for degree transfer. If student fulfill admission/merit criteria and seats are available in the transferee/ recipient department, the Head of department (HOD) of the receiving department will approve the application and will forward it to student affairs department. Such transfers can be performed as per following policy. This policy applies to programs offered under semester systems. It does not apply on programs offered by Medical and Dental departments.
Requirements of Intra University Transfers

Category - New Admissions
Transfer of a new admission from one campus to other campus including degree transfer can be with following status.

- The student must apply for transfer to another department within 3 weeks of class start at the accepting campus or program. Student will be liable for payment of differential in registration fee and tuition fee, if any, due to this change however any excess payment paid in transferor campus will not be refunded or adjusted against transferpee campus dues.
- No intra university transfers will be allowed after 3 weeks of commencement of classes and student will have to complete the semester.
- The student must be able to complete his program within maximum applicable program duration starting from the admission date in his previous program (i.e. seven years for four years undergraduate program).
- The student must provide No Object Certificate (NOC) from the HOD of existing program and must get written acceptance from the HOD of accepting program of campus where the student wants to be transferred.

Course Acceptance Criteria
- Course contents and credit hours conforming to the relevant course for the program i.e. a course can be exempted if course contents are similar and the studied credit hours are equal or higher than that of the course being exempted.
- One course can be accepted against one or more courses studied at previous campus or program depending upon the course contents distribution, but not otherwise.
- Courses studied in an undergraduate program shall not be accepted in a graduate program.
- All the passed courses may be accepted in case of campus transfer in the same program regardless of the grade.

Managing Registration Number
- The registrar office will issue a unique Student registration number to a student who submits registration fee for first time regardless of the campus or program.
- The registrar office will issue program/campus specific applicant number while registration number will be issued as per batch in which student was enrolled/admitted.
- If a student changes program/campus, the registrar office will issue a new program/campus specific registration number with traceability of old number available with new registration number.
- If a student has paid fee before requesting the transfer then the fee will be transferred from UOL degree (studying) to UOL degree (transferred).
- Students who have taken admission on self finance basis can apply for degree transfer and on transfer from one degree to other where there is difference of fee for respective degree, UOL will refund self finance fee deposited. Tuition fee will be charged according to new selected degree program.

Managing Finances
- Every student will have a separate account that will have all the details of financial transactions relating to such student.
- The student will be charged applicable transfer fee, however admissions will be approved with 100% fee waiver will be processed and student account updated at zero.
- The student must pay the tuition fee at the campus where he/she will be transferred or in case student has paid fee at the transferor campus, relevant fee will be credited to the transference campus by finance section.
- Fees will have to be paid by due date, any delay therein will be levied with late payment charges.
- If a student wants to change degree program in 1st semester then fee applicable and in effect at that time will be charged.
- The student should consult and get written permission of transfer before starting of the classes at the accepting department/Campus.

Campus Transfer-Same Degree Managing Exams & Results
- In case student changes the campus only, all the courses studied in previous campus will be accepted with result notified by the controller. In case the curriculum is different for the same program, the HOD of accepting department will review the courses and accept the courses matching the curriculum.

Course Acceptance Criteria
- The student must provide No Object Certificate (NOC) from the HOD of existing program and must get written acceptance from the HOD of existing program and new registration number will be issued, then registration number will be marked cancelled on student registration form and new registration number will be issued on same applicant number after selection.
- Applicable on all degrees under regulatory bodies like engineering, MBBS/BDS.

2) New Admission Cancellation—Fail to Meet Eligibility Criteria
- Student should provide complete document/equivalence before MID Term exams to secure admission. In case admission will be cancelled.
- A student can not apply for fee transfer to next session in case of ineligibility however applying for refund in case of ineligibility will be after declaration of result within the time limit prescribed by HEC and the University.
- This policy is not applicable on MBBS/BDS students.
Students are expected to demonstrate ethical and moral values up held by the University. For this purpose students(s) will be required to observe disciplinary rules framed by the Board of Governors of the University. A copy of these rules can be obtained from the Office of the Registrar. While filling in application form, the students are required to sign an affidavit that they will maintain discipline as required under the discipline rules. The affidavit form is a part of the application form. In case of breach of discipline on any account specified in the discipline rules, the matter will be reported to the “Discipline Committee”, for the final decision in accordance with the norms of justice and keeping in view the evidence available thereof.

GENERAL DISCIPLINE RULES FOR STUDENTS

1. The students are required to refrain from:

- Indulging in acts or behavior that threatens other students, faculty or staff members, including disruption of teaching and training in the university, cheating in the examination/ tests and disruption of normal operation of the other essentials functions of the University;
- Participating in any unauthorized assembly and function;
- Keeping fire arms or other weapons, even if licensed;
- Involving in fighting or use of abusive language;
- Damaging or breaking any University property or others in the Premises of the University;
- Performing any act contrary to law.

2. Violation of these rules will lead to strict disciplinary action including rustication or expulsion from the rolls of the University, in addition to any other action under law that may accrue against the defaulters.

3. All the students are required to wear modest and tidy dress. Violation of this rule will lead to a fine. Student may also be asked to leave the University Campus until he/she comes with a reasonable dress.
   a. Male Students should wear shirts with trousers, Shalwar Qameez or Kurta, suits and dress shoes with socks.
   b. Female Students must also be decently dressed. Following dress code is to be followed by the female students:
      - Clothing must be modest and within the norms of modesty
      - Tightly fitted clothes should be avoided. Loose and revealing clothes should be worn. Boldly designed dresses are not allowed
      - Flashing clothes, jewelry, pazzes etc are not allowed.
   4. Smoking is not allowed on the University campus or inside the University vehicles except in the reserved area.
   5. Use of the mobile phone is strictly prohibited in the University libraries, class rooms and laboratories. Defaulters will be fined Rs. 500/-.
   6. Drinks and eatables can be taken only inside the cafeteria and not the University lawns. Eating or drinking at all other places is prohibited.
   7. Male and female students should sit at the places reserved for them in the cafeteria and other part of the University.
   8. Since there is a co-education system in the University the students must observe the following in combined gatherings.
      - A reasonable distance between boys and girls is expected at all times.
      - Touching between boys and girls, holding hands etc are not permitted on the University grounds, in the buildings, buses or at any University function.
      - Sitting as individual couples in corners and in hidden areas of the University are not allowed.
   9. Students are allowed to celebrate their birthday and other parties in the cafeteria only.
   10. Photography / movie making of the University premises, entering in the class rooms, laboratories, studios, libraries and for boarding a University vehicle. A Student may be penalized for not carrying or displaying his/her I.D. card.
   11. Suspended, rusticated or expelled students shall no longer have the right to enter the University premises and may be handed over to the civil authorities if found trespassing.
   12. All students must carry their university identity cards with them while they are on the University campus. These I.D. Cards are required for entering the University premises, entering in the class rooms, laboratories, studios, libraries and for boarding a University vehicle. A Student may be penalized for not carrying or displaying his/her I.D. card.

STUDENT DISCIPLINE RULES

The Discipline Rules have been formulated under the University Ordinance No LXI of 2002. The purpose of these rules is to streamline the discipline among the students of the University. These rules are a revision of 2006 of University of Lahore Discipline Rules and the amendments made herewith, with effect from February 18, 2009, approved by the Rector and Chairman BoG.

These Rules will come into force with immediate effect.

Every Student

1. Shall be faithful in his/her religious duties and respect the convictions of others in matters of religion and customs.
2. Shall be honest and his/her dealing with all people.
3. Shall be loyal to his/her country and refrain from doing anything which might damage his/her honor and prestige.
4. Shall respect the elders and be polite to all.
5. Shall respect the teachers and others in authority in the University.
6. Shall keep himself/herself clean in body and mind standing for clean speech and clean habits.
7. Shall help his/her fellow being especially those in distress.
8. Shall devote himself/herself faithfully to his studies.
9. Shall protect the property of the University.

STUDENT DISCIPLINE RULES (Revised February 2009)

1.0 Definition

In these Rules, unless the context otherwise requires, the following expressions shall have the meaning hereby respectively assigned to them. “Discipline Committee” the Committee constituted by Board of Governor for the purpose of maintaining discipline in University and among the students. “Department Discipline Committee” the Committee constituted by Board of Governors for the purpose of maintaining discipline in Department and among the students.

“Appellate Authority” means the University Discipline Committee, Rector UOL and Chairman Board of Governors and other teachers/ officers of the University to whom the powers may have been delegated.

a) “Rector” means the Rector of the University.
b) “Chairman” means the Chairman of the Board of Governors of the University
c) “Chairman of the Committee” means the Chairman of University Discipline Committee appointed by the Board of Governors.
d) “HoD/Dean” means the head of the Department Discipline Committee appointed by the Rector and/or Chairman BoG.
e) “Member” means the members of the Discipline Committee approved by the Rector and/or Chairman BoG.
f) “Students” means the students of the University.

1.2 Introduction

The University believes that
student conduct is an important personality trait and as such expects its students to act in an ethical and moral way. Student behavior is a major issue for everyone who works in a campus. Anti-social or criminal behavior usually damages people emotionally as well as physically, be it the students, staff or teachers. It results in a great deal of unintended worry and distress for the victims and their families. The University has zero tolerance for such acts or the consequences resulting from behavioral misconduct.

2.1 Student Discipline
The University has a disciplinary system, the purpose of which is to protect the University community and to deter those who interfere with its work and activities. Students agree to abide by the University rules at the time they register themselves as University students. Parents, staff and students all expect the University to maintain a safe, orderly and peaceful environment – the University takes this very seriously.

2.2 University Discipline Committee
The University has a disciplinary system, the purpose of which is to protect the University community and to deter those who interfere with its work and activities. Students agree to abide by the University rules at the time they register themselves as University students. Parents, staff and students all expect the University to maintain a safe, orderly and peaceful environment – the University takes this very seriously.

2.3 Department Discipline Committee
To expedite discipline cases, the Rector has authorized the departments to constitute Department Disciplinary Committees for the purpose of efficient processing of the disciplinary cases. The HoD and Director of Department or Dean of the Faculty shall constitute a Departmental Disciplinary Committee to handle discipline cases and give decision according to the UOL Discipline Policy.

3.0 Procedure
For the purposes of this policy, the following guideline may be followed:

3.1 The HoD/Director/Dean shall designate their staff / faculty members to communicate the rules/policy of student conduct to the students, and also assure or take steps to watch the general conduct of the students during their presence at the department / University. It is strongly recommended that a faculty member or staff may be designated to keep watch on the students from time to time.

3.2 The HoD/Director/Dean shall put up a general notice which shall communicate to the students that all complaints must be brought to the notice of the HoD/Director/ Dean.

3.3 The students must submit a written complaint in the department. The department shall also ask the accused to submit a written reply in response to the complaint. Applications of witnesses shall also be collected and maintained for record.

3.4 The department committee shall schedule a meeting and ask both parties to the disciplinary hearing, and shall record their attendance as well as minutes of the meeting.

3.5 The department shall make effort to review the applications and statements of the witnesses, and give their decision on the day of the hearing. A copy of the decision shall be sent to the Chairman UOL Discipline Committee, Rector and to the Registrar’s Office.

3.6 A student who is under investigation by the department discipline committee shall be suspended from attending classes, till the time a decision has been taken by the committee.

3.7 A student who is punished by the discipline committee shall not be allowed to attend the university. In case of rustication, the student ceases to be a student of the University or campuses of University.

3.8 A student who is suspended from the university remains a student but is not allowed to pursue a course of study in either the university or other departments of University during the period of suspension.

4.0 General Guideline on Misconduct
An act of misconduct by a student is an offence and falls under the preview of the discipline rules/policy. Guideline on this misconduct is displayed for information.

4.1 A student commits an act of general misconduct if the student, within the university

a) Attacks, harasses or threatens to attack or harass any person;

b) Intimidates or attempts to intimidate any person; willfully, recklessly or negligently engages in conduct which causes or is to cause bodily injury to any person;

c) Engages in conduct which involves unauthorized or unjustified use of force or interference.

d) Which causes or is likely to cause injury or damage to; or denies or obstructs or is likely to deny or obstruct the rightful use of any property of the university or of any person.

e) Disobey any reasonable order or direction given to the student by a faculty member, officer or employee of the university in relation to the use of any property of the university.

f) Matches alcohol/liquor or other intoxication drugs within the University Campus, classrooms, laboratories, and library or during instructional tours.

h) Uses mobile phone with camera in the premises of the University in the classrooms, University library, laboratories, examination hall and studio.

d) Collects any money or receive donation or pecuniary assistance from or on behalf of the University except with the permission of the Rector.

ej) Stages, incites or participates in or abet a walk out or strike or other form of agitation against the University or its teacher and officers.

k) Behaves in a non ethical and unsocial manner in the University premises.

l) Indulges in fighting and uses fire arms, daggers and knives.

m) Call relatives/friends for fighting in the premises of the University.

n) Involves in activities that are against the University discipline like playing music in cars, drive the car noisily, or play the alarm signal consistently.

o) Behaves improperly on educational trips or other co-curricular activities within the University or in ground/stadium organized by the University.

p) Frames any political association with any political party.

q) Organizes or takes part in any function within the University campus or a hall or residence or organize any club or society of students which is detrimental to the objectives of the university.

4.2 The faculty or officer may take action, if a student commits general misconduct and the officer or employee concerned has reasonable cause to believe that such order or direction is necessary to ensure the safety of any person;

a) To prevent damage to or destruction of the property;

b) For the performance of the officer’s or employees duties in relation to the custody, maintenance or use of the property;

c) Refuses or fails to provide identification when requested to do so by an officer or faculty or employee of the university acting in the course of official duties, provided that when making such a request the officer or employee concerned produces identification to the student;

d) Interferes with the orderly conduct of a teaching group or ceremony of the university or a meeting of the board of directors, committee, subcommittee or any body constituted by or under
the university’s charter, policies, regulations or appointed by any body so constituted;

e) In an examination, is in possession of material contrary to the instructions for the examination;

f) Copies or attempts to copy computer software without the permission of the university and/or in breach of the Copyright Act of the Government of Pakistan;

g) Without appropriate authority, enters a file belonging to another person,

h) The file being on a computer which is the property of the university; or

i) Breaches any laws, by-laws, enactments, statutes, policies, rules, regulations, directives and/or otherwise enforced by the proper authorities and/or

j) The University, including (without limitation to the aforesaid) where the student promotes a political party or agenda or tries to make a party with the intention of promoting the political party’s agenda.

k) Any society, club, etc., without the permission of the competent authority of the university.

4.3 The misconduct is categorized into minor and major offence. These may be noted as follows;

4.3.1 Major Case of Misconduct

a) Misbehavior with a teacher/office of the University.

b) Fighting incidents.

c) Use of alcohol in the premises of the University.

d) Teasing the girl students.

e) Strike/protest etc.

f) Theft/damage to University property.

g) Promotion of political party/agenda/unions.

h) Any other incident/misconduct which the committee feels falls in the preview of major offence.

4.3.2 Minor Case of Misconduct

a) Exchange of arguments among students.

b) Making noise in the University.

c) Playing music in cars.

d) Late coming in class, playing cricket on University roads.

e) Smoking in the University.

f) Any other incident/misconduct which the committee feels falls in the preview of minor offence.

5.0 Punishments on breach of Discipline Rules

5.1 In the major cases, the Discipline Committee shall be authorized to rusticate or expel a student at fault. But before the punishment is announced the student at fault shall be given a chance to defend himself/herself in writing and a chance of personal hearing by the Committee.

5.2 In Minor cases, the Head of department is expected to suspend the student from his/her classes for not more than seven consecutive days or fine him up to a minimum of Rs. 5000/- or more keeping in view the gravity of the offence.

5.3 The concerned teacher may fine a student up to a maximum of Rs. 1000/- or he may expel the student from the class

6.0 Right of Appeal

6.1 The student shall have the right of appeal to Board of Governors against the punishment awarded by the Discipline Committee, if he/she puts up the appeal within fifteen days of date of decision. The appeal may, however, be disposed off by the Rector subject to the approval of the Board of Governors.

6.2 The Board of Governor after due consideration may take such decision as may be considered appropriate according to the merit of case.
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